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Separate in bodies/Many in desires/One in ultimate reality/Strangers on the 
earth/Prisoners in this world/Natives of deity.1
In the many colored world/Or in the mind/The strange thing is that/These 
people never see themselves/Or you, or me/ Are they not in their minds? / 
Are we not in the World? . . . . O people, if you but used/Your other eyes/
You would see beings.2
The colored people did not praise [Cane]. The White people did not buy it. 
Most of the colored people who did read Cane hate it. They are afraid of it. 
Although the critics gave it good reviews, the public remained indifferent. 
Yet, Cane contains the finest prose written by a Negro in America. And like 
the singing of Robeson, it is truly racial.3
Introduction
In the third excerpt, Cane is considered as one exemplary work that Langston Hughes takes up as his 
resistance against mainstream reception and incorporation of Jean Toomer. Despite the poor sales of Cane 
upon its publication, partially due to the work’s pessimistic way of dealing with realism, Hughes uses Cane 
as the more radical faction of the Harlem Renaissance. As Gary Carlin describes, this was due to “Cane’s 
depiction of raw folk culture, its critique of middle-class values, and its refusal to diminish the disturbing 
and often horrific elements of the characters and situations it presents,” which enables him to refuse what 
the younger generation of writers saw as “the facile optimism of ‘respectable’ subjects and ‘positive’ racial 
representations” (14−15). What is noted here is the fact that Hughes classified Toomer and his work as 
“Negro.”
Toomer received a letter from his publisher Horace Liveright in August 1923, in which Liveright asked 
him to revise the bibliographic statement Toomer prepared for the promotion of the novel. Liveright aligns 
himself with Waldo Frank in that Toomer should identify himself as black: “I feel that right at the very start 
there should be a definite note sounded about your colored blood. To my mind this is the real human inter-
est value of your story and I don’t see why you should dodge it.”4 After reading Liveright’s letter, Toomer 
became angry and deeply disappointed:
My racial composition and my position in the world are realities that I alone may determine . . . 
I do not expect to be told what I should consider myself to be. Nor do I expect you as my publisher, 
and I hope as my friend, to either directly or indirectly state that this basis contains any element of 
dodging.5
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Toomer expressed his complicated feelings and resentment about promoting Cane appealing to his racial 
background. His anger and bristle at the publisher’s exploitation was intensified by his ambivalence of his 
racial background and the black folk spirit.
In these poems, Jean Toomer, who was physically white but racially mixed, deplores and questions 
the ironic blindness of those who only judge people from the perspective of color. Against such autobi-
ographical background, what racial views did Toomer express in these frustrated poems? As a man who 
controversially kept himself aloof from the contemporary cause of New Negro, what racial revelations and 
Toomer’s treatment of the traumatic living past of the rural Deep South can we see resonating in his novel 
Cane (1923)? 6 Why does the novel resist all sorts of confines in depicting characters and telling stories? 
Furthermore, when readers are exposed to the fragmented contents and the forms of the novel, in what 
ways are they supposed to read this “novel”?
To answer these questions, this study traces Toomer’s autobiographical aspects of his attitudes on these 
points and begins to unravel such questions by investigating Toomer’s complex handling of the relationship 
between races in his experimental collage of poems and proses describing African American life in the 
rural South and the urban North. After reading Toomer’s individual views on race, this paper explores these 
questions by interpreting “Kabnis” in Cane. Importantly enough, this study focuses on ambiguities and 
ambivalences which permeate various aspects of the book from its title through its formal structure to its 
thematic concerns.
In doing so, this study aims to scrutinize the psychological process of Kabnis’s identity (trans)formation 
through looking at the ambiguities and ambivalence pervasive in this multi-genre work. Weaving through 
insights from the biographical and psychoanalytical approaches to literary criticism, this study contends 
that much of the ambivalent depictions in the text reflect the actual frustrated experiences of Jean Toomer 
that are shared with the Negro folks in the post emancipation New World. It is a strategy of interpreting the 
shadows of slavery through trauma theory that brings to the fore an embodied history of the traumatized 
racism which remains otherwise inaccessible and unintegrated for the protagonist Kabnis. Traumatic mem-
ories are subtly and symptomatically embodied in the text both as recurrent oscillation of the protagonist 
and as the protagonist’s puzzled confrontation with the counterargument presented by his double Lewis. 
Kabnis’s own negation of his innate racial origin stems from feeling shameful of his mixed ancestral 
background. His struggle with his traumatic legacy of the slave past (both as the slavers and the enslaved) 
yields Kabnis’s “tarnished, bastardized[, s]plit, shredded: easily burned” sense of shame (107). This way, 
the study, therefore, concludes that apparently incongruous form and content of Cane actually and aptly 
represent the tormented, frustrated and fragmented psychologies of Jean Toomer and the Negro folks of the 
Harlem Renaissance.
1.  New Negro and “A New Race in America”
Cane is a 1923 novel highly distinguished as one of the most prominent masterpieces of the Harlem 
Renaissance and Jean Toomer was critically acclaimed to represent a fresh young “Negro” voice at the 
age of 29. William Stanley Braithwaite declares the beginning of the new era and comments on the book: 
“Cane is a book of gold and bronze, of dusk and flame, of ecstasy and pain, and Jean Toomer is a bright 
morning star of a new day of the Race in literature” (qtd. by Cary D. Wintz 64−65).
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The novel comprises a series of vignettes like poems and short stories, which alternate between lyric 
poems and narrative proses. Due to the larger Harlem Renaissance project, the work is considered to 
represent voices of African American life, though Toomer publicly renounced himself and the work to be 
labeled as “Negro America.” For example, based on a moralistic criterion, though he praised Toomer’s 
sexual frankness and poetic elements in the novel, W. E. B. Du Bois’ 1924 review questions Cane, calling 
it splendid but careless.
I cannot, for the life of me, for instance, see why Toomer could not have made the tragedy of Carma 
something that I could understand instead of vaguely guess at; ‘Box Seat’ muddles me to the last 
degree and I am not sure that I know what ‘Kabnis’ is about. (185)
Here, one can see Du Bois’ persistence in a transparency of language in which truth and morality lie. The 
beauty of the words guarantees a virtue of a subject.7 In the same token, John Armstrong writes in the New 
York Tribune’s review in October 1923 about Cane as follows:
It can perhaps be safely said that the Southern negro, at least, has found an authentic lyric voice in 
Jean Toomer...there is nothing of the theatrical coon-strutting high-brown . . . chicken-stealing 
nigger of musical comedy and burlesque in the pages of Cane.8 (emphasis added)
Both Du Bois and Armstrong presuppose the assumption of “the expressiveness that the Negro signifies for 
‘the artistic conception of white America’” (Julie Taylor 133).
However, things got controversial because of Toomer’s forthright remark that he was not a Negro. In a 
letter to James Weldon Johnson, Toomer writes:
My poems are not Negro poems, nor are they Anglo-Saxon or white or English poems. My prose 
likewise. They are, first, mine. And, second, in so far as general race or stock is concerned, they 
spring from the result of racial blending here in America.9
Just like the above-quoted poems “Men” and “People,” Toomer detached himself from the cause of other 
blacks at that time. He did not hope to be categorized too exclusively as “Negro” even by his friend writers 
like Sherwood Anderson. He refused to deploy his works as a means for the African American struggle. 
On the other hand, he also emphasized the importance of incorporating the “Negro” in understanding and 
defining America. Mentioning Waldo Frank’s Our America, Toomer reminds him that “No picture of a 
southern person is complete without its bit of Negro-determined psychology” (The Letters of Jean Toomer 
31).
Toomer’s most famous observation about his race can be found in his 1922 letter to The Liberator.
Racially, I seem to have (who knows for sure) seven blood mixtures: French, Dutch, Welsh, Negro, 
German, Jewish, and Indian. Because of these, my position in America has been a curious one.10
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Just like his protagonist Kabnis, who suffers from “misshapen, split-gut, tortured, twisted words” (109), 
Toomer’s post-racial identification echoes in the following excerpt as well.
According to their own subjective experiences, various people have taken me for American, 
English, Spanish, French, Italian, Russian, Hindu, Japanese, Romanian, Indian, and Dutch.11
Here in this excerpt again, Toomer identifies himself with variously combined racial and ethnic categori-
zations. From the viewpoint of Toomer, what constitutes him as “naturally and inevitably an American” is 
this variability or hybridity.
For my own part, I have lived equally amid the two race groups. And, I alone, as far as I know, have 
striven for a spiritual fusion analogous [sic] to the fact of racial intermingling .... What am I? From 
my own point of view, naturally and inevitably an American.12
Thus, this idea of post-racial identity, based on the notion of American being racially mixed, is obviously 
expressed in the next claim of Toomer in his autobiographical essay that “The old division into white, 
black, brown, red, are outworn in this country.” He believed that there was “a new race in America.” He 
defined himself “as a member of this new race” and as “neither white nor black nor in-between”: “It is the 
American race, differing as much from black and white as black and white from each other.”13 Toomer’s 
vision was not shared by popular journalism at the time when interracial marriage and its consequent amal-
gamation was socially considered taboo. Toomer strived to intermingle his two racial identities in his poet-
ry and prose. He sought to prove they could coexist. George Hutchinson has argued that Cane separates 
itself from the traditional resources of African American culture. This is not because Toomer is anxious 
about blackness but because he longs to represent “a new kind of ethnic subject, the possibility of whose 
existence was disallowed by both ‘white’ and ‘black’ definitions of ‘racial’ subjectivity” (231).14 
Consequently the author’s aesthetic strategies of investigation such as racial ambiguity and multiracial 
identification are not received as Toomer wanted them to be.15 When Toomer received the requests to revise 
the content and form of Cane, he refused them, because he did not “want Cane, which is an organism, dis-
membered, torn to bits and scattered about in the pages of anthologies.”16 Toomer’s determined will to keep 
the discontinuities in the work echoes in the next poem as follows.
Hair—braided chestnut,
coiled like a lyncher’s rope,
Eyes—fagots,
Lips—old scars, or the first red blisters,
Breath—the last sweet scent of cane,
And her slim body, white as the ash
of black flesh after flame. (30)17
This excerpt shows how Jean Toomer himself regarded Cane as being a living physical form, “an organ-
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ism,” which could be “dismembered,” “torn,” and “scattered” by the violence of others. Toomer’s remark 
about the possible violence to the form of the book parallels the depictions in the novel of the brutal vio-
lence conducted to such victims’ bodies as Tom Burwell in “Blood Burning Moon,” a lynched black man 
in “Portrait in Georgia,” and Mame Lamkins in “Kabnis.” The death of Lamkins comprises a spectacle of 
terror the White South stages. Through the narrative and witnessing of the narrator, its memory of slavery 
is traumaticly passed on through generations and becomes its black community’s collective memory.
As to the stereotype that the Harlem Renaissance writers challenge, James Weldon Johnson in “The 
Dilemma of the New Negro,” summarizes that “[i]n the brighter light, he [the Negro] is a simple, indolent, 
docile, improvident peasant; a singing, dancing, laughing, weeping child . . . In a darker light, he is an 
impulsive, irrational, passionate savage” (1928: 478, quoted in Taylor 133). Later, Toomer declined to write 
to Johnson’s Book of American Negro Poetry because he did not consider his poems to be Anglo-Saxon or 
English.
The New Negro movement of pursuing and acquiring cultural citizenship implicates a dialectical 
struggle between whiteness and blackness in forming “an alternative cultural ideal to the reigning nine-
teenth-century Anglo-American notion that all who were citizens had to worship England as their cultural 
forebear.”18 Another frame of reference of Negro cultural citizenship stems from the nineteen-century 
observation that “to become a citizen the Negro had to imbibe the attributes of education, property owner-
ship, personal refinement, and taste.19 This notion presupposes the demand that the citizen must be white 
(in history, Irish, Italian, and Jewish immigrants had to assimilate themselves into such a dominant white 
supremacist ideology). It is New Negro writers in 1920s who discard this requirement and who integrate 
their folk culture. Indeed, “the New Negro [could] be thought of as a figure opposed to the black folk 
culture of the rural South, a culture associated with slavery,” yet, as James Edward Smethurst contends, 
“the New Negro should not be seen as a negation of the folk so much as a transformation of the folk into 
something that is both more modern and yet also a return to the cultural wholeness (and virtually) of Africa 
before the fall into slavery” (53). As Taylor indicates, what make Toomer’s writing distinctive is his com-
mitment to both “black Harlem and ‘mainstream’ white” (133).
Jean Toomer’s reaction to Sherwood Anderson’s limited and limiting essentialist view of one’s racial 
belonging is documented in Ross Posnock’s Color and Culture: Black Writers and the Making of the 
Modern Intellectual.
Sherwood limits me to Negro. As an approach Negro is good. But try to tie me to one of my parts 
is surely to lose me. My own letters have taken Negro as a point, and from there have circled out. 
Sherwood ... ignores the circles. (32)20
This corresponds to Toomer’s self-identification as belonging to the “new race,” the “American” with a 
diversity of nationalities and biological origins.
What I really mean of the American race is the human race. . . . After having for years been 
hypnotized by labels and suggestions to believe we were less than human, merely Caucasian, or 
Mongolian, or Negroid, merely African, Russian, Italian, American . . . after having been identified 
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with these surfaces, we are emerging from these limitations, we are waking up . . . we are realizing 
our basic human stock . . . our fundamental and universal humanity. . . . Those who have or who 
are approaching this realization- these are the only ones I mean when I say Americans. These 
Americans are not of America only; they are of the earth. And . . . they of course exist in other 
national groups. These are the conscious internationalists. (A Jean Toomer Reader 110)
Thus, Toomer’s refusal of being labelled solely as black leads to a notion of “a new race in America.” How 
is this notion reflected in Cane? This novel takes a nonlinear narrative rather than a linear narrative and 
refuses to provide a unified story. By exploring the text’s fragmented structure and thematically blurred 
ambiguities, this papers contends that Toomer strategically invites readers to quest for their own implica-
tions and reconsider their recognitions of historical memories and experiences. In other words, the novel 
constantly compels us to re/consider the ambiguities of a variety of figurative expressions. As readers are 
left with the following questions about the content and the form of the novel, why does the novel decon-
struct all forms of confines in portraying characters and telling stories through these fragmented pieces? In 
what ways are they supposed to read this the fragments and gaps of this experimental “novel”?
2.  Oracular Poems in Cane
The novel provides readers with ambiguous themes and racially mixed protagonists. The tension between 
text’s formal ambiguities and themes allows readers to search for their own meanings and implications 
in terms of racial identification formation process. The text’s fragmented forms and contents (poems and 
proses) perform a political and cultural function in its portrayal of racial identity.
The poems in Cane function as specters that haunt and hover around the central theme of the novel: the 
heritage of slavery and identity of African Americans. The epigraphic lyric, among them, represents the 
novel’s two biggest themes: being oracular and performing ambiguity.
Oracular.
Redolent of fermenting syrup,
Purple of the dusk,
Deep-rooted cane.21
Here, the recurrent image patterns in Cane appear in these four lines. The word “oracular” originates from 
the Latin word “orate” (to pray), which immediately indicates the novel’s role to evoke various implica-
tions and interpretations (like oracles) rather than to provide fixed and absolute ones. As Herbert W. Rice 
explains, the strategy of “expressing and reciting is reflected in the sounds, songs, and chants which were 
so much a part of the black folk spirit” (100). Furthermore, the redolent image of “fermenting syrup,” 
which is associated with the fire and smoke in both Part 1 and Part 2 of the novel, oracularly recurs. Along 
with them, there is the “deep-rooted cane,” which evoke “the planting and harvesting of crops, the rhythms 
of the worker and the rhythms of the earth” (ibid). This cane image, then, linked with the worker (black 
man).22 The symbolic image of redolent syrup conjures up the South. The title word “cane” is presented 
here in the fourth line, which symbolizes the black people’s firm connectedness to the soil. Both the 
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“purple” of the dusk and “deep-rooted” indicate an instability, fluidity, and transience of things, and in this 
novel, the impossibility of stable and consistent racial identification.
Thus, in these four lines, Toomer not only shows the densely representative images of the South but pro-
vides how he explores the experiences of the black people in the South in an oracular way. He emphasizes 
this novel’s performative role as an oracle, whose words, through its repeated images and accumulating 
imagery, function as a fluid and rhizomic medium. All of these are developed through a chant-like repeti-
tion and refrain centering around the dusk image of the poem. Toomer repetitively employs the syncopated 
structure of the blues refrain23. In Cane, Toomer explores Southern settings as a lynching site.
3.  Cane as “Rhizosphere” and the “Third World”
If Cane does not avoid the affective stereotypes of primitivism, it redeploys 
or animates them in a way that challenges their naturalness and exposes 
their history. (Taylor 133)
Utilizing and evoking excessive ambiguities and ambivalence, Toomer invites readers to rethink the natu-
ralness of the stereotyped primitivism relevant at the time. In this section, I will investigate the reason why 
Toomer employs multi-forms of genre in this work by referring to May F. Zamberlin’s “Rhizosphere” and 
its core notion of Rhizome introduced by Gilles Deleuze.
Referring to the fact that Toomer added the whole second section of Cane as requested by publishers 
that the (original) work was too short, Darwin Turner observes the innovative and experimental aspect of 
the novel.
To study Toomer’s work only in relationship to the New Negro Renaissance, however, is to mis-
judge its value in the total culture of the twenties. Like other writers of the twenties, Toomer ques-
tioned the harmonies and value of its society. Cane is no conventional world of black primitives or 
exotics. It is a montage. . . . Stylisticlly too, Toomer rode in the vanguard of his generation. . . . No 
matter what name is given to the book’s form, Jean Toomer did not conceive Cane as a Novel. (xxi)
This echoes critics’ depiction of Toomer’s Cane as innovative and cutting-edge in that this novel creates a 
distinctive form of fiction writing that emphasizes and values sound, image, voices, gaps, silences, ruptures 
and cuts. Readers are supposed to trace and chase virtual line of these infinite variations24.
Zamberlin contends that what Toomer does in his work Cane is to generate “third world” linguistic 
zones “where language escapes itself and its oppressive, oppressing limits in order to write against, the 
establishment, its history and memory” (130). Zamberlin prescribes this writing style as “traitor” because 
this type of writers employs and enjoys nonconventional way of writing by destabilizing the established 
boundaries and categories based on social norms, codes and speech. On this experimental nature of novel, 
Gilles Deleuze identifies such literary texts by Stein and Du Bois as “experimenter” which generates “a 
multiplicity of devenirs through emphasizing variations in voice and sound.”25 In these “minor” experimen-
tal works, the solidity and authority of orders within the established system of the mainstream language is 
disrupted by the “minor” forms of language.
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To be bilingual, multilingual, but in one and the same language, without even a dialect or patois. 
To be a bastard, a half-breed, but through a purification of race. That is when style becomes a lan-
guage. That is when language becomes intensive, a pure continuum of values and intensities. That 
is when all of language becomes secret, yet has nothing to hide, as opposed to when one carves out 
a secret subsystem within language. . . . The poverty is not a lack but a void or ellipsis allowing one 
to sidestep a constant instead of tackling it head on, or to approach it from above or below instead 
of positioning oneself within it. And the overload is not a rhetorical figure, a metaphor, or symbolic 
structure; it is a mobile paraphrase bearing witness to the unlocalized presence of an indirect 
discourse at the heart of every statement. From both sides we see a rejection of reference points, 
a dissolution of constant form in favor of differences in dynamic. The closer a language gets to 
this state, the closer it comes not only to a system of musical notation, but also to music itself. (A 
Thousand Plateaus 98, 104, emphasis added)26
Utilizing the analogy of music, Deleuze refers to such an innovative aspect of language as the writing that 
“make language,” which is equivalent to his usage of the word “rhizomatic” as it functions as the medium 
that generates disparities and variations to unsettle the solid foundations and regularities of master lan-
guage practices.
By placing all its components in continuous variation, music itself becomes a sub-linear system, a 
rhizome instead of a tree, and serves a cosmic virtual continuum, wherein even the gaps, silences, 
ruptures, cuts play a part. . . . There is only music which is art as cosmos, and traces virtual lines of 
infinite variation.” (A Thousand Plateaus 121)27
Thus, Toomer’s Cane works like music, where sound, image, voices, gaps, silences, ruptures and cuts 
become a “sur” linear system like a rhizome to track the silenced but resonant voices of the trauma of slav-
ery inscribed in blacks’ bodies.
As Deleuze indicates, the problem is not the distinction between major and minor language but “one 
of a becoming.” One should ask a question “not of reterritorializing oneself on a dialect or a patois but of 
deterritorializing the major language.” Deleuze utilizes the case of Black Americans as an example. They 
do not compete against English. Rather, they renovate “the American English that is their own language 
into Black English.” In this sense, Deleuze asserts, “minor languages are characterized not by overload and 
poverty in relation to a standard or major language, but by a sobriety and variation that are like a minor 
treatment of the standard language, a becoming-minor of the major language.” Thus, one can contend that 
“[m]inor languages do not exist in themselves”; rather, “they exist only in relation to a major language and 
are also investments of that language for the purpose of making it minor” (A Thousand Plateaus 104−5).
Based on this argument, one can argue that the songs and poetry (sounds) inscribed in the pages of 
Cane transgress racial categories fixed and solidified by racial stereotypes. Toomer creates different voices 
in a writing style that upsets standard notions of time, and structurally and narratively, Cane moves for-
ward through a series of beaks and discontinuities. Cane, like the narrative styles of Benjy and Quentin 
in William Faulkner’s The Sound and the Fury, entirely defaces the narrator function by switching codes 
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from poetry, folk songs, and verse. Furthermore, the novel’s narrative voice also “shifts or changes from an 
impersonal to personal narrative position depending on the sketch.”28
Jean Toomer directly experienced the arbitrary constructedness of racial distinctions based on racial 
prejudices. When Toomer lived with his maternal grandfather (who passed for white), he was shocked to 
hear a story about his racial heritage. As Charles R. Larson in his biographical study of Jean Toomer and 
Nella Larsen indicates below, Jean Toomer suffered the possible volatility of an identity that he might be 
white or black.
Jean’s grandfather, who for all appearances was a white man, during Reconstruction, had claimed 
to be black. . . . In high school Jean had the shock of his life when his grandfather told him of his 
black ancestry. The question of race smoldered in Toomer for more than half a dozen years, sur-
facing from time to time as the young man attempted to grapple with the question of his identity. It 
manifested itself again during 1921, when Toomer was taking care of his aged grandparents, who 
had by then lost their fortune and were living in a black section of Washington.” (12)
His racial identity thus fluctuates between the two, trying to find ways to racially define himself through 
his writings. Referring to these experiences Toomer writes,
During this period I read many books on the matter of race and the race problem in America. Rarely 
had I encountered the nonsense contained in most of these books. It was evident to me, who had 
seen both the white and the colored worlds, and both from the inside, that the authors of these writ-
ings had little or no experience of the matters they were dealing with. Their pages showed very little 
more than strings of words expressive of personal prejudices and preferences. . . . I wrote a poem 
called, “The First American,” the idea of which was, that here in America we are in the process of 
forming a new race, that I was one of the first conscious members of this race. (Ibid)
Cane places into play a sequence of different voices and this consequently and effectively leads to an 
effacement of one primary voice functioning as an integrating and unifying force. In doing so, the novel 
acknowledges a disparity and dispersal among heterogeneous voices. The voices of servants of minor or 
socially silenced subjects, for instance, are explicitly given acknowledgement sound in Cane and they 
become visible, not invisible anymore.
That is why we must distinguish between: the majoritarian as a constant and homogeneous system; 
minorities as subsystems; and the minoritarian as a potential, creative and created, becoming. 
The problem is never to acquire the majority, even in order to install a new constant. There is no 
becoming-majoritarian; majority is never becoming. All becoming is minoritarian. . . . There is a 
universal figure of minoritarian consciousness as the becoming of everybody, and that becoming 
is creation.. . . . It is certainly not by using a minor language as a dialect, by regionalizing or ghet-
toizing, that one becomes revolutionary; rather, by using a number of minority elements, by con-
necting, conjugating them, one invents a specific, unforeseen, autonomous becoming. (A Thousand 
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Plateaus, 105−6)
By inserting various forms of expressions, what Toomer delineates in Cane is showing readers the very 
process of “becoming” in the form of raw fragments. Toomer intersperses “Negro song” into his text so 
that the text articulates extra-verbal implications which would be inherited orally.
Seen this way through the critical lens of Zamberlin’s Rhizosphere and its core notion of Rhizome 
introduced by Gilles Deleuze, the seemingly fragmented parts and amalgamation of several genres in this 
novel contribute to deconstructing the conventional ways of establishing and prescribing racial identity. 
Provoking the suppressed and silenced voices in American history, the songs and poetry (sounds) inscribed 
in the pages of Cane transgress racial categories fixed and solidified by racial stereotypes.
4.  Kabnis and Inscribed memories of slavery
The traumatic oscillation in racial identity culminates in the section of “Kabnis.” “Kabnis” is the final 
section of Toomer’s autobiographical narrative which relates an episode about an aspirant and emotionally 
insecure African-American writer from Washington D.C. He finds a job in rural Georgia as a teacher and 
identifies himself with the traditional codes of respectability. He starts questing for artistic stimulation and 
“authentic” cultural and social experiences. “Kabnis,” an experimental cycle of drama, poems, and prose, 
dissolves the fixed racial categories that isolate outside their “homogenous” society people based on racial 
boundary and diminish racial minorities with one “black blood.” The play informs a plurality of “sounds 
and silences” to dramatize. Despite its apparent “flaws” as a drama (it was rejected because it lacks a 
strong plot), this paper takes these flaws as its strategic fragments to portray and galvanize the silenced 
voices of black folk culture.
The most of the play happens within the conflicted mind of the title character, Ralph Kabnis, who is a 
cultured, light-skinned, northern teacher who comes back to his ancestral home in rural Georgia to teach at 
school. The protagonist is compelled to face his own social and racial place in the traumatic history of the 
black South. His transition from Washington to Georgia (north to south) implicates losing one’s geograph-
ical origin. As Paul Outka contends, “every location in Cane is predicated on the loss of another location” 
(184). This migration holds traumatic immersion in a new arena where memories of slavery have been 
accumulated. Cane shows how traumatically torn characters are between North and South, urban and rural 
lives, “a safer life in the city purchased at the loss of centuries of African-American rural culture and a 
profound connection to the land, and an immersion in a black Southern pastoral that continually threatened 
degradation and white supremacist violence” (ibid). Characters are psychologically ripped between these 
choices which inevitably involve traumatic losses.
As soon as he returns home, he began to mentally and physically suffer from a family’s background that 
has been inscribed with the memories of slavery. He is a living witness to the trauma of slavery and feels 
surrounded by terror and fear in an environment where the Negro folk songs resonate. By tracking the folk 
past, Toomer provides this piece with inherited memories of racial violence of slavery in rural Georgia. As 
he tries to sleep in a room where “cracks between the boards are black,” night winds, like a “vagrant poets,” 
“interrupt his sleep. These cracks are the lips which “the night winds use for whispering.” Moreover, night 
winds in Georgia is regarded as “vagrant poets, whispering.”
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White-man’s land.
Niggers, sing.
Burn, bear black children.
Till poor rivers bring
Rest, and sweet glory.
In Camp Ground. (81, 85, 103)
These songs uncannily give him unrest, something beyond “whiteness” symbolized by his bed that is 
supposed to protect him from “the chill of their song.” Thus even at the beginning, “Kabnis” implicitly 
describes how isolated Kabnis feels in the South. Then, Kabnis got interrupted again, this time, by a rat, 
whose “powdery faded red dust” sprays down “Dust of slavefields, dried, scattered . . . No use to read” 
(82). The protagonist found it hard to sleep and plunged into a series of violence-related events; killing a 
loud hen and sharing the experience of racial violence (lynch), including the death of Sam Raymon.
The most shocking one is the horrifying story of Mame Lamkins and her new born baby, both of whom 
were brutally killed by white men. Mamkins was beaten and murdered in the street with her infant ripped 
out of her womb, and after repeatedly shown to the readers, the meaning of the song that Kabnis quoted 
from his book emerges apparent to the readers: “Burn, bear black children/ Till poor rivers bring/ Rest, and 
sweet glory” (85), which foreshadows the gruesome murder of Mame Lamkins and her child, and the death 
of Sam Raymon29.
The memory of Sam Raymon is grotesque and terrifying to Kabnis. As Layman launched into his 
description of Lamkin’s lynching episodes to Kabnis, he involuntarily identified himself with the cruelly 
silenced black people and became haunted by “an unspeakable history of sexual violation, illegitimacy and 
lynching” (Susan Edmunds 87).
As a self-claimed orator, Kabnis incorporate within himself “the choked and writhing specter of the 
lynching victim” (ibid). He believes that he is a special sort of orator;
I’ve been shapin words after a design that branded here? Know whats here? M soul. Ever heard 
o that? . . . Been shain words t fit m soul . . . I’ve been shaping words; ah, but sometimes theyre 
beautiful an golden an have a taste that makes them fine t roll over with y tongue . . . . Those words 
I was tellin y about, they wont fit int th mold thats branded on m soul. Rhyme, y, see? Poet, too. 
Bad rhyme. Bad poet. Somethin else you’ve learned tnight. Lewis don’t know it all, an I’m atellin 
u. Ugh. Th form thats burned int my soul is some twisted awful thing that crept in from a dream, a 
godam nightmare, an wont stay still unless I feed it. An it lives on words. Not beautiful word. God 
Almighty no. Misshapen, split-gut, tortured, twisted words . . . I want t feed the soul . . . I wish t 
God some lynchin white man ud stick his knife through it an pin it to a tree. (109)
Hence, though Kabnis tried to shape words to implicate “a meaningful explanation of his own being in 
time and place,” they do not match with his soul. The only words he had with himself were “Misshapen, 
split-gut, tortured, twisted words.”
This uneasiness of Kabnis also represents the unstable boundary between whiteness and blackness. This 
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play repeatedly emphasizes that “whiteness” is not stable and fixed. As Zamberlin indicates, “whiteness 
and blackness do not refer to two mutually exclusive states of being” (136). Kabnis’s fear of his geograph-
ical and psychological displacement (which he had even in the North) culminates and aggregates when 
he was told by his fellow blacks (two middle class southern Blacks, Layman and Halsey) that his seem-
ingly gentleman status as educated in the North does not exonerate him from these horrific experiences. 
Challenging Kabnis’s naïve belief that white lynchers “wouldnt touch a gentleman-fellows, men like us 
three here,” Layman argues;
Nigger’s a nigger down this away, Professor. An only two dividins: good and bad. An even they aint 
permanent categories. They sometimes um up when it comes t lynchin. I’ve seen um do it. (87)
In other words, the notion that education and language guarantee protection from racial violence is chal-
lenged. Likewise, this pattern of a northern intellect being too naïve to figure out the racial violence is 
reiterated in the case of the narrator of “Fern,” who believes in the power of words and talk in vain. He just 
returns North leaving Fern when she faints. In the same vein, the narrator of “Carma,” a northerner who 
sought for belonging in the male peer group hanging around the cane kettle, relates a story about a woman 
with a “mangrove-gloomed, yellow flower face” (14). Failing to describe the experiences, the narrator calls 
his own narrative as “the crudest melodrama.” He only fantasizes a stereotyped southern woman; “Pungent 
and composite, the smell of farmyards is the fragrance of the woman. She does not sing; her body is a 
song. She is in the forest, dancing” (ibid).
As Mary Battenfeld indicates, by the time Toomer takes us to Kabnis, the willingness of a black intel-
lectual northerner (Kabnis) to “become the face of the South” can only sound as farce (81): “How my lips 
would sing for it, my songs being the lips of its soul. Soul. Soul hell. There aint no such thing” (ibid).30 
Kabnis longs to be the voice/representative of the South, yet his longing to sing for it entails his alienation 
from it and his disdain for it. For Kabnis, the beauty of the South is always accompanied by an indescrib-
able terror. In Battenfeld’s words, Kabnis could “shape words to fit his soul, but that individualistic focus 
on himself as a speaker makes him deaf to the songs and experiences around him (1242). Kabnis’ attempt 
to combine south and north bears no hope, which only exacerbates his situation and leaves him painfully 
isolated.
As shown above, the pattern of a northern black intellect encountering southern black folks challenges 
what James Weldon Johnson promoted in The Book of American Negro Poetry in which he asserts that
A people may be great through many means, but there is only one measure by which its greatness is 
recognized and acknowledged. The final measure of the greatness of all peoples is the amount and 
standard of the literature and art that people produces great literature and art they produced.31
Yet, as we have confirmed, words in Cane do not prevent racial violence and oppression. They do not 
liberate the people from their miserable situations. In The Sermon and the African American Literary 
Imagination, Dolan Hubbard points out that Kabnis’ language as an orator does not free himself nor others. 
What is mandatory in sermon is the interaction between the call of a speaker and the response from an 
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audience.
On this point, Dolan Hubbard writes “The black sermon is the communal voice raised in opposition to 
the reality that the dominant culture chose” (7).32 In Cane, though Kabnis claims himself to be a born ora-
tor, he cannot perform his duty as a “socially and politically transformative speaker.” Cane, thus, questions 
the presumption among the Harlem Renaissance artists that “the achievement of personal identity and indi-
vidual voice” will promote racial equality or provide “an antidote to the racist violence rampant in Cane” 
(Battenfeld 1243). Kabnis’ struggle to represent the voices so-far unheard in the south folk cultures failed 
because of his inability to “hear, understand and respond to Father John’s condemnation of white power” 
(ibid).
“Kabnis” traces a racially mixed northerner’s experience of alienation in the South and observes histor-
ically and socially tangles webs of the issue of the conflict of North and South, black and white, and the 
slavery as a collective trauma past and present. While he visited the familial South, Kabnis has to embrace 
his ancestral history of racial mixture.
As Kabnis enters into the southern culture, he gradually aligns himself with Layman and Halsey in 
terms of speech pattern. In this scene, Kabnis is juxtaposed to Lewis, who is a mysterious northern ex-slave 
and who came to Georgia “on a contract.” He seems like the narrator of the first section in that both of 
them assimilate themselves into the South and accept the people and land around them. Critics have been 
discussing Lewis in Toomer’s critical history. Jerome E. Thornton and Siobhan B. Somerville identify 
Lewis as homosexual. Lewis D. Moore observes that Lewis “exemplifies the male in his inability to both 
confront and defeat convention and desire.”33 Lewis works as a double to Kabnis, as a sort of antithesis to 
and alter of him.
Lewis enters. He is the queer fellow who has been referred to. A tall wiry copper-colored man, 
thirty perhaps. His mouth and eyes suggest purpose guided by an adequate intelligence. He is what 
a stronger Kabnis might have been, and in an odd faint way resembles him. (95)
As Foley suggests, the two men as a contrasting pair̶ “northern sensitivity at grips with the crude 
beauty and ugliness of the South” versus “northern intelligence battling with the oppression and super-
stition, with the waywardness of southern Negro life”̶invite readers to mingle them as New Negro 
when we take their names an anagram for New Bla[c]ks (170).
Yet, as to this dichotomy, Toomer describes Lewis favorably. Kabnis, who psychologically suffers from 
his black past and his connection with it, is a man with his thin hair, a “lemon” face, brown eyes, and a 
“slim silk” mustache (81). He desires to become “the face of the South,” but his mixed racial ancestry 
makes his suffering more exacerbated.
Kabnis is extremely ambivalent about his mixed racial heritage. Kabnis, who is depicted as “a promise 
of soil-soaked beauty; uprooted thinning out. Suspended a few feet above the soil whose touch would res-
urrect him,” refers to himself as a descendent of “bastard race that’s roamin round th country” (96). When 
Lewis finds Kabris suffering between the two identities including his own ancestral miscegenation, he 
countered Kabnis’s assertion that there “[a]int much difference between black an blue.” Drawing attention 
to Kabnis’s relative timidity in facing Jim Crow, Lewis accepts his hybrid racial heritage and states,
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Enough to draw a denial from you. “Can’t hold them, can you? Master; slave. Soil; and the over-
arching heavens. Dusk; dawn. They fight and bastardize you. The sun tint of your cheeks, flame of 
the great season’s multi-colored leaves, tarnished, burned. Split, shredded: easily burned. No use.” 
(106−7)
Here, Lewis explains to Kabnis the black people’s hardship where they have no choice but to settle down 
in white man’s world. They need to, according to Lewis, define themselves in light of racial inheritance, 
and to “transcend the indignities of the past that the Southland still suggests” (Hardwick MacKethan 120). 
Moreover, what Lewis emphasizes is the hardship in “holding” the “sum” of his conflicting racial inher-
itances, and he indicated that Kabnis’ problem is contingent on integrating his personality and adequate 
expression, trying to be “the face of the [white/black] South.” Yet, Kabnis is to follow his steps, who has his 
base in the soil by accepting his mix ancestry.  Thus, Lewis embodies Toomer’s new multiracial American 
race.
Conclusion
This study focuses on ambiguities and ambivalence which permeate various aspects of the book from its 
title through its formal structure to its thematic concerns. Weaving through insights from the biographical 
and psychoanalytical approaches to literary criticism, this study contends that much of the ambivalent 
depictions in the text reflects the actual frustrated experiences of Jean Toomer that are shared with the 
Negro folks in the post emancipation New World. It embodies in the text both as recurrent oscillation of 
the protagonist and as the protagonist’s puzzled confrontation with the counterargument presented by his 
double Lewis. Also, this paper scrutinizes Kabnis’s identity (trans)formation. Kabnis’s own negation of his 
innate racial origin stems from feeling shameful of his mixed ancestral background. His struggle with his 
traumatic legacy of the slave past (both as the slavers and the enslaved) yields Kabnis’s “tarnished, bastard-
ized[, s]plit, shredded: easily burned” sense of shame. This way, his self-mage is torn apart and fragmented, 
so is the form and content of Cane embodied as fragmented collage of multi-genre.
Based on Deleuze’s notion of rhizome and the discussion by Zamberlin, this paper has confirmed that 
the songs and poetry (sounds) inscribed in the pages of Cane transgress racial categories fixed and solidi-
fied by racial stereotypes. Toomer creates different voices in a writing style that upsets standard notions of 
time, and structurally and narratively, Cane moves forward through a series of beaks and discontinuities.
“Kabnis” explores a racially mixed northerner’s experiences of alienation in the South and discerns his-
torically and socially tangled webs of the issue of the conflict of North and South, black and white, and the 
slavery as a collective trauma past and present. While he visits the familial South, Kabnis has to embrace 
his ancestral history of racial mixture. This resonates with the following statement by Jennifer D. Williams: 
‘Kabnis’ elucidates the impossibility of accessing racial trauma, that is to say, “the violence of racial histo-
ry cannot be contained by words unless those words can materialize into flesh” (98).
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[Notes]
 1 This work is supported by JSPS KAKENHI Grant-in-Aid for Young Scientists (B) [15K16704]. Toomer, “Men” in 
The Collected Poems, 79.
 2 Ibid., “People” 80.
 3 Hughes, 91.
 4 Liveright to Toomer, 29 August 1923, quoted by Heather Hathaway, 109.
 5 Toomer to Liveright in Cane, 170. Subsequent citations made parenthetically.
 6 For this discussion, I referred to Dianna Mafe, 110
 7 Keith E. Byerman, 106.
 8 Quoted in Frank Durham’s Studies in Cane, 27−8.
 9 Jean Toomer to James Weldon Johnson, 11 July 1930, in A Jean Toomer Reader, 106.
 10 Jean Toomer to the Liberator, August 19 1922, ‘Letter to The Liberator’ [10/8/22], in A Jean Toomer Reader, 
15–16.
 11 Excerpted in The Wayward and the Seeking, 18.
 12 Jean Toomer to John McClure, June 30 1922, The Letters of Jean Toomer, 40. Michael North points out that this 
sort of Toomer’s views towards race and ethnicity corresponds to those of Randolph Bourne about a transnational 
America, which emphasizes America’s mixed characteristics of race and stocks (163).
 13 ‘A new race in America,’ in A Jean Toomer Reader, 105. This “new race” deconstruct categories articulated by 
color as well as by national borders. “What I really mean of the American race is the human race. . . . After having 
for years been hypnotized by labels and suggestions to believe we were less than human, merely Caucasian, or 
Mongolian, or Negroid, merely African, Russian, Italian, American . . . after having been identified with these 
surfaces, we are emerging from these limitations, we are waking up . . . we are realizing our basic human stock . . . 
our fundamental and universal humanity. . . . Those who have or who are approaching this realization- these are 
the only ones I mean when I say Americans. These Americans are not of America only; they are of the earth. 
And . . . they of course exist in other national groups. These are the conscious internationalists” (A Jean Toomer 
Reader, 110).
 14 This is also quoted by Charles Harmon, 91.
 15 At around the time when Toomer wrote Cane, there were Jim Crow laws, the One-drop Rule, and the rising tide of 
KKK vindicated and promoted by a “scientific” notion of white supremacy and eugenics.
 16 A Jean Toomer Reader, 102.
 17 “Portrait in Georgia,” the last poem in the first section of Cane, in which Toomer explores the dooms of women in 
the South.
 18 The Cambridge Companion to the Harlem Renaissance, 17.
 19 Ibid.
 20 Also quoted by Kerman and Eldridge, 97
 21 Quoted by John F. Callahan, 66.
 22 Charles W. Scruggs associates “cane” with Cain, who “exiled murderer of Abel who mythically bears the mark of 
blackness.”
 23 Chezia Thompson-Cager, 63.
 24 I referred to the discussion by Mary F. Zamberlin on this point, especially 130.
 25 Deleuze, Kafka: Toward a Minor Literature, 15.
 26 This is also quoted by Zamberlin (129).
 27 Quoted by Ronald Bogue, 92.
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 28 I referred to the discussion by Zamberlin, 132.
 29 As to the real life counterparts of these episodes, see Barbara Foley, “‘In the Land of Cotton’: Economics and 
Violence in Jean Toomer’s Cane.” Also see Foley, “Jean Toomer’s Sparta,” 754.
 30 I referred to Battenfeld for this discussion, 1242.
 31 Johnson, “Preface” from The Book of American Negro Poetry (1922), 5. This is also quoted by Floyd Jr., 106.
 32 Also quoted by Battenfeld (1243).
 33 Quoted by Foley, 288.
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